
HINDUISM
By Dr. Michael R. Lanier

GENERAL
“Hinduism has a philosophy to explain life, a law to direct life, a high road to truth through
contemplation and mystical experience, and a popular road of worship and devotion to a
multitude of deities. It offers something to everyone and may include components of other
religions.”—Braswell

1 billion Hindus—95% live in India

EARLY HISTORY
Founder—none; only Hinduism & Shinto among major religions

Earliest Roots (c. 3000 BC)
Matriarchal system
Each village had its own goddess
Today—goddesses (wives of gods) are entrusted with their cohort’s powers

Aryan Invasion (c. 2000-1500 BC)
Indo-Europeans from the Baltic region
Sanskrit language
Pantheon religious system similar to Greeks

Evolution
Worship

Priests & ritual—Vedic tradition
Gradual move toward a personal religion—Upanishad tradition
Devotional—Purana tradition

Deities
Rise & fall in popularity by generation
Recognized & unrecognized by region

Ideology—philosophical & religious
Intellectual—philosophical & meditative
Folk—superstition; based on fear

“Folk Hindus ‘maneuver’ the spirits by making suitable offerings, by conjuring
with magical words, by offering blood sacrifices, or even by threatening them
with the help of more powerful spirits.”—Thirumalai

Castes—each can have its own views

HOLY WRITINGS
Shruti—major scriptures; perfect, supreme source of knowledge

Vedas (“knowledge”)—to give priests instructions for rituals
Rig Veda, Sama Veda, Yajur Veda, Atharva Veda
Each Veda has 4 parts

Mantras—hymns sung during rituals
Brahmanas—commentaries on verses
Aran-yakas—meditations on verses
Upanishads—mystical meanings of verses

Upanishads (or “Vedanta” meaning “the end of the Veda”)
Later additions—a re-thinking of the earlier Vedas
Goal is to lose one’s separate identity to become one with ultimate Reality

Smriti—secondary scriptures
Darshanas—philosophical writings
Mahabharata—epic conversation between Arjuna & Krishna regarding war
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Bhagavad-Gita (or “Celestial Song)
Puranas—genealogies & legends; built upon Upanishads to create desire for relationship
Ramayana—“Rama’s way”; story of a prince who killed a demon king
Sutras—rituals & social conducts
Tantras—occultic powers

Humans are microcosms of the universe
Shakti is Shiva’s energy used to awaken the divinity within humans
Mantras & yoga release tantric energy

Vedangas—codes of law

BELIEFS & PRACTICES
Brahman

Ultimate Reality; “world soul”
All gods/goddesses are manifestations of Brahman

Deny polytheism because of the “oneness”
Brahman is knowable only through the Trimurti

Brahma—Creator
Vishnu—Preserver; worshipped by 50% of Hindus
Shiva (or Siva)—Destroyer

Avatars—incarnations of the Trimurti
People—Rama, Krishna (Vishnu), Buddha
Animals—fish, turtle, boar

Physical universe
Intellectual Hindus—physical is an illusion, only Brahman is real
Folk Hindus—physical and Brahman are real, a distinction exists

Atman—the human “individual” soul
The presence of Brahman within the individual
Humans are extensions of Brahman

Karma—the law of cause & effect; the results of our actions
The balance of good and bad within the soul
Results because we have forgotten that we are extensions of Brahman; we have

attached ourselves to our egos & desires
Carried over into multiple lives

Samsara—reincarnation; “transmigration of the soul”
The endless cycle of life, death, rebirth cycles
Human form is difficult to achieve; reached after many animal incarnations
Type of rebirth depends on one’s past karma
Often due to unsatisfied desires from a past life
Some believe even gods/goddesses are subject to rebirth

Moksha—liberation
Achieved through awareness that Brahman is reality & self is illusion
Atman (“individual soul”) seeks oneness with Braham (“world soul”)

“Verily, this whole world is Brahman. Tranquil, let one worship it as from which he
came forth, as that into which he will be dissolved, as that in which he breathes. . . .
Containing all works, containing all desires, containing all odors, containing all
tastes, encompassing this whole world, the unspeaking, the unconcerned—this is
the Soul of mine within the heart, this is Brahman. Into him I shall enter on
departing hence.”—Upanishads

3 ways to achieve Moksha
Right action & ritual

Deity awakened with a bell—temple or home
Bathed, fed, clothed, incensed, communed with readings/chants

Knowledge & meditation
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Understanding brings freedom/salvation
Reality

West—experience by means of empirical evidence & senses
East—change is not real

Anything that changes cannot be real
Anything in a state of flux (growth, decay) cannot be real
Creation is not real

“For the unreal there is no being, nor any end of being for the real.”—
Bhagavad Gita

Knowledge is achieved through 4 stages of life
Student (ages 12-24)—studies Vedas
Householder (ages 24-48)—a duty to marry
Forest dweller (optional, 48+)—leaves family; finds guru; learns yoga
Ascetic (optional 72+)—practice yoga on one’s own; self-torture assists

yoga to develop concentration
Devotion (“bhakti”)

To major gods/goddesses; primarily Vishnu & Shiva
Provides good karma

General Concepts
Dharma—Hindu for “religion”; duty
Guru—spiritual master
Mantra

A word/phrase that embodies the deity associated with the word
Invites deity’s entrance when the word/phrase is spoken correctly

Nirvana
Merging with Brahman/ultimate Reality
Goal of enlightenment
Achieved through knowledge

Om
Mantra that contains all the primal vibrations of the universe
Represents the presence of Brahman in sound form

Swami—saint or teacher
Yoga—physical & mental exercise to achieve liberation or power
Yogi—practitioner of yoga

Traditions
Great Tradition

Given to intellectual pursuits
Inclusive of all Hindu beliefs & practices

“The great tradition would include the beliefs and practices of the Veda
scriptures, the authority of the Brahmin priests, and the Laws of Manu
describing the inexorable laws of Karma and transmigration and caste.”—
Braswell

Little Tradition
Emphasizes heart religion
Devotion to Ramayana & Bhagavad Gita writings
Seeks a relationship with a deity

CULTURAL INFLUENCE
Environmental Issues

Pollution
Ganges River—source of eternal life
“Hindus believe that bathing in the Ganges River purifies one of all sin and cures
diseases. When one’s bones and ashes are placed in the Ganges, it is believed that
one’s place in eternity is achieved.”—Braswell

Disease
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Spread of cow feces on walls & floors of a house
Consumption of cow urine
Drinking & bathing in polluted rivers

Customs—increase pollution & disease

Radical Hindus
Hinduism is inseparable from the national culture
Other faiths are seen as an attack on culture
Persecution of Christians is not uncommon

Exportation
Over 1,200,000 Hindus in the US
Adaptation

Helena Blavatsky (1831-1891)—occultist
Founder of Theosophical Society
Krishnamurti (Blavatsky’s pupil)—reincarnation of Buddha

New Age movement—spinoff from Hinduism
Proselytization

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi (1918-2008)—Transcendental Meditation; popularized in
the West by the Beatles

Swami Bhaktivedanta Prabhupada (1896-1977)—founder of Hare Krishna
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh [“Osho”] (1931-1990)—every human is a potential

Buddha; commune in Oregon

Future of Hinduism
“The dynamism in the many traditions of Hinduism is unmistakable. People are
possessed by known and unknown gods and spirits and continue to counsel their
clientele. Temples are being built, consecrated, and preserved. The sacred words of the
Vedas and the smrti literature are being broadcast widely. Radio waves are flooded with
religious programs, (and) horoscopes are cast. . . . The Hindu tradition, or traditions,
continues to retain and reinforce selective features of the scriptures and thus adapts
itself to changing times and different lands.”—Vsudha Narayanan

CHRISTIAN WITNESS
Christian Focus

God is Spirit
God is transcendent & immanent
God is holy & perfect
God is love, truth & personal
God is forgiving

God’s provision for salvation
Historical truth of Jesus’ birth, ministry, sacrifice & resurrection

Devotion to Jesus Christ

Common Ground
Bondage

Fearful of all aspects of life
Expectation of an endless cycle of rebirths

“Since there is no forgiveness provided, and since karma operates inexorably,
anyone who commits any kind of sin is liable to suffer the consequence of his
actions in his next life. Even the smallest of all sins or errors would ensure
that you have a rebirth and suffer the consequence of what you committed in
your previous life. There is no way that any person can become saved within
Hindu theology.”—Thirumalai

Spirits
Devas (angels)—lesser deities; entourages to many of the gods/goddesses
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Asuras (demons)—siblings of the gods
Gods won more battles & achieved immortality
Asuras were not permitted to achieve immortality

Bhutas (ghosts)—malevolent spirits of the dead; those who died violently,
too young, before marriage

Spirit Possession
Voluntary—welcomed & celebrated

First born
Important part of becoming a village priest or shaman

Involuntary—afflictions; require exorcism

Idols
Centers of psychic powers & energy
Looking upon awakens the subconscious mind

Magic
Sympathetic—cursing of dolls in the image of another
Black & white
Frequent use of charms & amulets

Afterlife—3 realms of temporary existence
Svarga (“region of light”)

Multiple levels
Temporary paradise
Place of assistance in preparing for next life

Antarloka (“in-between realm”)
7-21 levels
Place where souls rest between incarnations

Naraka (“humankind”)
Unpleasant lower level of Antarloka
Place where souls suffer from bad karma

Grace—not a major emphasis
Cat school—divine grace is all-sufficient; does not depend on human endeavor
Monkey school—divine grace requires human action; deity is uninvolved

Discussion Questions
How in-depth should you know Hindu beliefs and culture when sharing your faith?
What are the most important aspects of Hinduism that should be addressed?
How much stress should be given to comparing parallels between Christianity and

Hinduism?
How would you witness to a Hindu?


